When supervisors talk about safety—accidents go down.

Make sure your supervisor has something important to say...

*Larkin Safety Illustrated*

world’s best safety research

illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks
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Sample #1
Shift Handover

World’s best safety research
Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks
Test this sample with your supervisors
Shift Handover

50% of all operating mistakes happen in the first 30 minutes after a handover.

Why?

Because the person coming on doesn’t get the handover he or she needs.

Question: What is the most dangerous topic discussed during a shift handover?

Answer: Planned maintenance work that runs across several shifts.

“Planned maintenance work” is the handover topic most likely to cause serious injury or death when not handed over carefully.

Best Shift Handovers

Best Shift Handovers Use Two Types of Communication: Log Book + Face-to-Face Conversation

Log Book

NOT a blank book with handwritten notes.

Instead, best log books are visual.

The best use:
- areas maps
- checklists
- equipment icons
- diagrams of processes
- risks in color (highest to lowest)
- thumbnails of active work permits

Face-to-Face

NOT good enough to just leave the log book for the oncoming crew to read.

Instead, best handovers use log book together with a face-to-face conversation.

On average, face-to-face discussions clarify 3 serious misunderstandings during each handover.
### Fifty Percent of Operating Mistakes Happen in the First 30 Minutes on the Shift

**Study details:**
- air traffic controllers
- 3,222 controller errors between 1988 and 1994
- FAA's Operational Error/Deviation system database
- sponsored by U.S. FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) and NASA (National Aeronautics & Space Administration)

www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA360730

### Best Handovers Use Log Book + Face to Face

**Study details:**
- study of shift handovers during the MER Mission (Mars Exploration Rover)
- MER landed two robot rovers on Mars


### Biggest Handover Mistake: Planned Maintenance

**Study details:**
- examined five serious accidents where handover problems were a contributing factor
- industries studied: offshore oil & nuclear power
- conclusion: "All incidents involved planned maintenance work."


### Three Misunderstandings Corrected During Face-to-Face Conversations

**Study details:**
- nuclear reprocessing plant
- shift handovers by production supervisors
- handovers were tape recorded and observed
- total of 16 taped handovers with face-to-face conversations plus log books
- average of 2.66 misunderstandings clarified in each face-to-face turnover conversation

Sample #2

Corporate Memory of Accident is Only 3 Years

World’s best safety research

Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks

Test this sample with your supervisors
Corporate Memory of Accidents is Only 3 Years

The Question
Researchers at ConocoPhillips asked themselves a question:
"Why are we repeating the same type of process safety accidents over and over"?

The Answer
ConocoPhillips found the answer:
The corporate memory for accidents lasts only 3 years.
After 3 years the accident is forgotten, so employees do it again.

What’s Not Working
After 3 years, employees forget the accident even though ConocoPhillips:
• does an accident investigation
• sends a bulletin to employees
• implements recommendations
• adapts training

None of these things helped employees remember beyond the 3 years.

The Solution
ConocoPhillips is experimenting with illustrating the accident in a drawing
• illustration shows what happened
• accident details are put into call out text boxes
• CP uses the illustration in training
• CP uses the illustration when re-communicating the accident on its 3rd anniversary

Why this works:
Memory of pictures is 200% to 600% better than memory of text.

Example of an illustration similar to those used by CP is on page 2 of this Safety Illustrated.
Talking Points - Corporate Memory of Accidents is Only 3 Years

ConocoPhillips research shows after 3 years almost no one remembers the accident. That's why the same mistakes happen over and over.

What serious accidents (over 3 years old) do we need to talk about?

Should we ask for a list of serious accidents at our site that are more than 3 years old?

What did we learn from those accidents?

Repeating the Same Mistakes Over and Over

ConocoPhillips research team studied 84 “process safety events” in the corporate safety database.

The research team found ConocoPhillips was repeating the same type mistakes over and over.

● “process safety event” is a major accident or near miss
● causes of the process safety events were put into categories
● revealing a small number of causes behind a large number of events

Corporate Memory Lasts Only Three Years

ConocoPhillips research team tested how much detail employees remembered about past accidents and near misses.

● samples taken from the 84 “process safety events”
● interviews asked employees what they remember about each event
● team found high recall for events that were less than three years old
● team found low recall for events 3 years old and older

“At 3 years, the events seemed to be all but forgotten unless there had been a personal involvement with the event.”

Exceptions to the 3-Year Memory Rule

ConocoPhillips researchers found three exceptions to the 3-year memory rule.

Employees did remember accidents beyond 3 years if any of these were true:

● the employee was personally involved in the accident
● the accident was so large that substantial changes were made to company policies and procedures
● a similar accident happened recently (inside ConocoPhillips or another oil & gas company) and this similar accident triggered their memory

Illustrations are Remembered More Easily than Text

Conclusion is based on “dual coding theory” developed by Allan Paivio.

Dual coding theory says there are two pathways to learning: text and pictures. Memory is improved by 200% when the event is communicated in an illustration rather than text only.


http://www.umich.edu/~rdytolrn/pathwaysconference/presentations/paivio.pdf

Other studies show using illustrations rather than text alone increases performance by 600%:


To see a larger version of this Custom Safety Illustrated, click link below:

Sample #3

Inexperienced Employees

World’s best safety research
Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks
Test this sample with your supervisors
In this study, employees with less than one year of experience were only 7.6% of the workforce. BUT .....these inexperienced employees were 14% of all medical-treatment injuries.

Problem is Experience Not Age

The increased risk is NOT caused by age. Older employees were just as likely to be injured as younger employees, if the older employee had less than one year of experience.
Talking Points - Inexperienced Employees

Do we have new people (less than one year experience) at our site?
- contractors or employees
- anyone at our site for the first time

Around 50% of fatalities involve employees with less than one year of experience.

Being older is no protection—older employees are just as likely to be injured as young employees IF they are new to the site.

People who have worked here a long time think the safest way to do things is obvious.
- It is NOT obvious.
- To a new person it's not obvious at all.

Experienced employees need to watch anyone new to our site.

Study Details

Study details:
- sample included 15,000 employees in USA coal mines
- sample included underground mines, open-cut mines, and coal processing plants
- injuries were those requiring medical attention
- employees with less than one year's experience at present company were 82% more likely to be injured
- Study is rare because while many other studies show increased injuries among inexperienced employees, these other studies do not show whether the higher accident rate happened because these injured employees were "inexperienced" or because they were typically "younger".
- This study had a large enough sample (15,000 employees) to include older employees who were also inexperienced.
- These older employees had the same accident rate as the younger employees if the older employees were inexperienced.
- researchers from U.S. Bureau of Mines


Sample #4
Lockout/Tagout

World’s best safety research
Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks
Test this sample with your supervisors
Why do people die in lockout/tagout accidents?

People die because they don’t do the lockout/tagout.

624 Lockout/Tagout (LOTO) Fatalities

1% of Fatalities
Mechanical Failure
Victim did the LOTO correctly, but the machine started anyway (mechanical fault allowed power into the machine).

24% unknown cause

70% of Fatalities
LOTO Not Attempted
Victim did not even try to do the lockout/tagout.

5% of Fatalities
LOTO Attempt Failed
Victim did the LOTO incorrectly (locked out the wrong machine or circuit).

Lockout/tagout saves lives when people do it.
Supporting Information

Talking Points - Lockout/Tagout

Where are we NOT doing LOTO and eventually someone is going to get hurt?

Can we make our lockout/tagout procedures faster and easier?

When we see someone working without LOTO, do we say something?

- On average, employees "say something" only 40% of the time they see something unsafe.
- Are we more or less than this 40%?

The main point of this research:

- 70% of the people who die in lockout/tagout accidents did not even try to do the LOTO

LOTO may be a hassle, but it's better than this.

Regulations Are Not Working

In 1990, the U.S. Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) passed a Lockout/Tagout regulation.

Dr Bulzacchelli studied the rates of LOTO-related fatalities before the OSHA regulation was imposed and after the OSHA regulation was imposed.

The result? A very small increase in LOTO-related fatalities AFTER the OSHA regulation was imposed.

Dr Bulzacchelli concluded, "There is no evidence that the lockout/tagout standard decreased fatality rates...."


http://www.experts.scival.com/jhu/pubDetail.asp?t=pHf&id=17916891&n=Daniel+Webster&u_id=970

Why We Need Supervisors’ Help....

Study of Lockout/Tagout (LOTO) Fatalities

Study details:

- analysis of OSHA accident investigation reports
- studied only fatalities involving lockout/tagout
- 624 total LOTO fatalities
- U.S. manufacturing companies
- 1984 to 1997


Photo Details

"Safety Photos of the Year: 'Why Lock-Out, Tag-Out is Vitally Important’"

EHS Safety News America
Jack Benton
http://ehssafetynews.wordpress.com/?s=safety+photo&submit=Search

Complimentary - Anyone May Use This Larkin Safety Illustrated With Their Supervisors

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin
©Larkin Communication Consulting
Larkin@Larkin.Biz
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Sample #5

Why Control Room Operators Make Mistakes

World’s best safety research

Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks

Test this sample with your supervisors
Why Control Room Operators Make Mistakes

What is a serious mistake?
A serious mistake is some action the operator does (or fails to do) that makes the plant significantly less safe.

A serious mistake does not always lead to a disaster because other protective measures may stop the error growing into a major incident.

Where is the Data From?
SPAR-H Human Reliability Analysis method
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
25+ years of research (1979-2005)
Studying operator mistakes in nuclear power plants.

Chernobyl nuclear power plant control room - 25 years after 1986 accident. Photo: The Telegraph.
Talking Points - Why Control Room Operators Make Mistakes

1. Fixing "Procedures" is perhaps the best thing we can do to reduce operator errors. Procedures are 3 of the 10 largest causes of operator errors.
   - Procedures Missing = 50 times more likely an operator will make a mistake
   - Procedures Incomplete = 20 time more likely an operator will make a mistake
   - Procedures Poor = 5 times more likely an operator will make a mistake

2. Fixing "Displays and Controls" is the second best thing we could do to reduce errors. Instruments and gauges (including software) are 2 of the 10 largest causes of operator errors.
   - Display & Controls Missing/Inaccurate = 50 times more likely an operator will make a mistake
   - Display & Controls Poor (difficult to read or poorly labelled) = 10 times more likely an operator will make a mistake

3. The operators' support systems (procedures & equipment) are much larger causes of errors than operators' personal problems.
   - Operator under extreme stress = 5 times more likely he/she will make a mistake
   - Operator very unfit for duty = 5 times more likely he/she will make a mistake
   - Operator has little experience = 3 times more likely he/she will make a mistake

Baseline Error Rate

The SPAR-H Method uses a baseline error rate for operators' actions.
That baseline error rate is 1 error for every 1,000 times the operator attempts the action.
This baseline error rate assumes that none of the listed error causes (red bars on page 1) are affecting the operator.
For example, if you have Missing Procedures, the baseline error rate (1:1000) is increased by 50 times.
With Missing Procedures, the new error rate for this same operator action is now 50:1000 (or 1:20)
The estimate is: the operator, working with Missing Procedures, will make a serious error one time in every 20 times that he or she attempts this action.


SPAR-H Worksheets

The SPAR-H document shown on the left has worksheets. These worksheets help analysts quantify the probabilities of operators committing errors under different problems scenarios (e.g. partial loss of offsite power).
Sample #6

New Risks Need New Plan

World’s best safety research

Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks

Test this sample with your supervisors
Lesson for Supervisors

Employees are too confident about their ability to handle unplanned risks.

In this study, most pilots:
- saw the new risk
- understood the new risk
- but...believed they could manage it without any change to the existing plan

When significant unplanned risks appear:
- stop the work
- redo the plan—controlling the new risk
- restart the work with the new plan

The Pattern for a Crash

1. Pilot takes off with an agreed flight plan.
2. Something unexpected happens:
   - bad weather
   - instrument failure
   - unanticipated aircraft traffic
3. Pilot decides he/she can handle this new risk without changing the original flight plan.
4. Pilot cannot adapt fast enough—plane crashes
54% of pilot decisions leading up to a crash or near-miss follow this pattern.

Question: Why do military jets crash?
Answer: Pilots believe they can handle an unexpected risk without changing the flight plan.

Your employees can handle unexpected risks. Right? Just like this guy.

New Risks Need New Plan

Photo credit: South African Airforce
**Talking Points - New Risks Need New Plan**

Fighter pilots are very confident people—that's why they crash.

- They think they can handle an unexpected risk without changing the plan.
- They can't....
- 54% of pilot decisions just before a crash come from overconfidence.

Everyone has a plan today.

But what do we do when unexpected risks pop up?

- Do we keep going—confident we can handle the new risk with the old plan.
- Or, do we stop work and make a new plan.

Don't let overconfidence get you or anyone else killed.

Stop and redo the plan.

---

**Study of Military Aircraft Accidents/Incidents**

Study details:

- military aircraft in the French Air Force (Armée de l’Air)
- analysis of 30 accident and incident investigations
- investigations published by the Bureau Enquêtes Accident Défense-air


http://pro.sagepub.com/content/55/1/1730

---

**Most Pilots Saw and Understood the New Risk**

In the study of French Air Force aircraft accidents and incidents:

- 20% of the time—pilots stayed with the original flight plan because they did not notice the new risk.
- 26% of the time—pilots noticed the new risk, but did not really understand the consequences. They saw but misunderstood the risk.
- 54% of the time—pilots noticed the new risk, understood it's consequences, but believed they were skilled enough to handle the new risk without making any changes to the flight plan.

Source same as above.

---

**Photo Credit: Fighter Pilot Ejecting**

Photo details:

- Lt Maryke Lynn
- Aeronautical Society of South Africa
- South African Air Force

Sample #7

Most Fatalities Happen Between
2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.

World’s best safety research
Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks
Test this sample with your supervisors
More fatalities happen between 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm than any other hours.

Why?

Researchers are not sure.

One likely reason:

Hurrying the work is a leading cause of accidents.

Tired employees may be rushing more between 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm.

Most dangerous hours of the day for fatalities are 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm.
Least dangerous hours of the day for fatalities are 10:00 am to noon.
An employee is twice as likely to be killed in an accident between 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm than in an accident between 10:00 am and noon.
Talking Points - Most Fatalities Happen 2 pm to 4 pm

What are we doing today between 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm?

Most fatalities happen during these two hours.

Remember: rushing work is the single biggest cause of serious accidents.

Between 2 pm and 4 pm today; I want you to think about this.

Study details:

- data included 2,155,954 accidents
- 1990 to 2002
- all accidents were in the construction industry
- all accidents were in Spain
- researchers grouped together accidents that were “severe” and “fatal”
- 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm had both the greatest number of severe and fatal accidents and the highest rate of severe and fatal accidents
  - 3% of all accidents that happened between 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm were severe or fatal (the most dangerous hours)
  - approximately 1.5% of all accidents that happened between 10:00 am and noon were severe or fatal (the least dangerous hours)


“Hurrying work” is a major cause of accidents

- construction workers in this study were asked their opinions on the causes of serious and fatal accidents
- 132 workers completed the survey in 2008
- workers completed the survey in Burgos, Spain
- by far the biggest cause (mentioned by 43% of workers) was “hurrying the work”
- 2nd biggest cause (mentioned by 21% of workers) was “unsafe acts done by workers”
- 3rd biggest cause (mentioned by 20% of workers) was “drinking alcohol”


Similar Finding in Other Countries

Other researchers found similar results for severe and fatal accidents in other countries.

A disproportionately high number of severe and fatal accidents happen close to 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm in:

- Singapore
- USA
- Australia
- Sweden
- Denmark

Dumark, Jantane; Sherif Mostafa; Imriyas Kamardeen; and Raufdeen Rameezdeen: "Factors Associated with the Severity of Construction Accidents: The Case of South Australia," Australasian Journal of Construction Economics and Building, vol. 13, no. 4, p. 32-49
Sample #8

Accident Prone Employee

World’s best safety research

Illustrated for supervisors’ safety talks

Test this sample with your supervisors
1 in 29 employees is “accident prone”.

Shell Oil Company found:
3% of employees accounted for 22% of accidents

“Accident Prone” is Not Permanent

Most people think being “accident prone” is a permanent personality trait.
The research says “No”.
A tiny number of employees are permanently accident prone.
Most accident-prone employees are only accident prone for a short time (estimated at six months to one year).
Employees become accident prone when they are distracted by serious problems at home or at work.
When the problems are gone—they are no longer accident prone.

Psychological Stress Makes Employees Accident Prone

When the stress is gone, the accident proneness goes away.

Stress:
- financial problems
- family problems
- health problems

Stress-released chemicals in the brain reduce:
- memory
- concentration
- coordination

Reduced alertness increases chance of accident

Reduced Mental Abilities

Accident-prone employees are not really at work.
They are not “in the moment”.
Their minds are somewhere else.

Advice for Supervisors

Accidents happen when:
An “accident prone” employee is working in an “accident prone” situation.
If there is nothing you can do to reduce the stress of an “accident prone” employee—then try to keep him or her away from “accident prone” situations.

Example: Trucking Company Reduces Accidents by 78%
This trucking company ranked all its routes from highest risk to lowest risk.
After an accident, the driver was automatically moved to a lower-risk route.
Over 7 years, accidents decreased by 78%.
Background Information

Talking Points - Accident Prone Employee

Everyone has problems at some time:
- divorce
- bankruptcy
- cancer or other health problems

People with problems are 50% more likely to have a serious accident than people without problems.

People with problems are not “in the moment”. Their minds are somewhere else. So they are more likely to have an accident.

The good news: being accident prone is NOT permanent.
When the emotions calm down—being accident prone goes away.

If someone is having a difficult time, we need to keep our eyes on his or her safety.

Psychological Stress Makes Employees Accident Prone

Study details:
- 153 people in the UK Royal Navy
- researchers measured their psychological stress on a questionnaire and their number of accidents over a three-year period
- “accident” was an injury where the person missed three days or more of work
- stress was found to be mostly work related:
  - disagreements over job requirements
  - feelings of not being rewarded for their efforts
  - dissatisfaction with their working conditions
- family problems caused by excessive work
- results shows that those people with high levels of stress had significantly more accidents
- people with numerous accidents also reported problems with:
  - concentrating
  - remembering instructions
  - physical coordination


One in 29 Employees is Accident Prone

Study details:
- review of 79 studies on “accident proneness”
- samples include 147,105 people in 18 countries
- “accidents” required medical treatment
- if accidents were random, then the number of people with more than one accident would be 3,695 people
- the actual number of people with more than one accident was 5,080 people - much more than would be expected if accidents were random


Accident Prone is Not Permanent

Study details:
- literature review of 88 studies on “accident proneness”
- authors agree however that being “accident prone” is a permanent personality trait
- authors looked at long-term studies of accident proneness (studies of accidents over several years)
- these long-term studies showed that employees who were involved in a large number of accidents in one year were not involved in many accidents in year 2, year 3, or year 4
- authors conclude that being “accident prone” is a temporary psychological condition declining after the first year


http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1038287/

Three Percent of Employees Account for 22% of Accidents

Study details:
- research at Shell Oil Company’s manufacturing complex in Deer Park, Texas
- studied five years of accident records (1981-1986)
- included 7,131 accidents
- 392 of these accidents were “major” (OSHA recordables)
- 6,382 of these accidents were “minor” (involved some injury)
- remaining accidents involved no injury
- to make the possibility of an accident more equal, researchers looked at accidents within “job families”:
  - Operations (operator, lab tester)
  - Electrical (electrician, instrument mechanic)
  - Process (pipefitter, machinist)
  - Maintenance (boilermaker, welder)
- result: 3.4% of employees accounted for 21.5% of accidents


http://pro.sagepub.com/content/31/2/196.abstract
Supervisors Reduce Accidents

When supervisors talk about safety—accidents go down.

The correlation between supervisors’ informal conversations about safety and serious accidents in eight Dutch chemical plants.


Compliance with written safety standards (PPE) climbed from 47% to 74% when supervisors personally asked for the compliance.

http://www.who.int/fctc/guidelines/ArtElevenWogalterNine.pdf

Only 2% of employees will change their behavior based on anything they read.

70% of employees who change their behavior do so after a face-to-face conversation with their supervisor.

http://postgradfem.wikispaces.com/file/view/Clampitt+P+6+Downs+C+Sicco2003%289+Page%29+EJS+Employee+perceptions+of+the+relationship+between+communication+and+productivity%289+pdf

When supervisors talk about safety, unsafe acts go down.

supervisors informal conversations about safety          unsafe material handling  \( r = -0.75 \)

unsafe electrical work  \( r = -0.81 \)

failing to use PPE  \( r = -0.86 \)

# Building a *Larkin Safety Illustrated*

## 1. We Study Safety Research—Looking for Results Relevant for Supervisors

|------------------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|--------------|---------------------------|------------------------------------------|

## 2. Condense Results Into One Useful Conclusion

50% of all operational errors happen in the first 30 minutes after a handover

## 3. Illustrate the Conclusion In a Easy-to-Talk-About Design

## 4. Supporting Information and Talking Points on a Second Page
50% of all operating mistakes happen in the first 30 minutes after a handover.

Why?

Because the person coming on doesn’t get the handover he or she needs.

Question: What is the most dangerous topic discussed during a shift handover?

Answer: Planned maintenance work that runs across several shifts.

"Planned maintenance work" is the handover topic most likely to cause serious injury or death when not handed over carefully.

Best Shift Handovers

Handovers Use Two Types of Communication: Log Book + Face-to-Face Conversation

Log Book

NOT a blank book with handwritten notes.
Instead, best log books are visual.
The best use:
• areas maps
• checklists
• equipment icons
• diagrams of processes
• risks in color (highest to lowest)
• thumbnails of active work permits

Face-to-Face

NOT good enough to just leave the log book for the oncoming crew to read.
Instead, best handovers use log book together with a face-to-face conversation.

On average, face-to-face discussions clarify 3 serious misunderstandings during each handover.

No Large Text Blocks

maximum number of lines in any single paragraph is 6 or 7 lines

if the eyes can scan a text block in one fixation—the reader assumes the text is thematically linked
a single fixation = 6 or 7 lines of type
**The Larkins**

### Email or Call Us

We would be happy to speak with you about Larkin Safety Illustration or any of your safety communication needs.

You may schedule a telephone call or conference call for no charge.

Phone: 1-212-860-2939; Email: Larkin@Larkin.Biz

### Other Services

**Presentation**
- 1 to 3 hours
- shows examples and research supporting communication best practice

**Workshop**
- 6 hours
- more hands on with a small group

**Implementation Contract**
- 2 weeks
- TJ moves inhouse, joins a project team, and works on a major communication project

### Who We Are

**Dr TJ Larkin**

Since 1985, we have been helping large companies improve communication with employees.

**Book**

**Most Read Paper**

**Newest Papers**
- Download our newest papers on communicating safety from our website: www.Larkin.Biz (no charge)

**TJ’s Background**
- Ph.D. in Communication (Michigan State University)
- M.A. in Sociology (University of Oxford)

**Sandar’s Background**
- Sandar is originally from Burma and worked with the Long Term Credit Bank of Japan before starting Larkin Communication Consulting with TJ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Communication Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 Park Avenue, Suite #1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York 10169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phone: 1-212-860-2939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email: <a href="mailto:Larkin@Larkin.Biz">Larkin@Larkin.Biz</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web: <a href="http://www.Larkin.Biz">www.Larkin.Biz</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>